The exterritorial application of U.S. laws is also known as a «long arm jurisdiction» worldwide. «Long arm jurisdiction» is a concept based on the theory of the minimum contact of the United States, is an act of the United States’ rule of law against judicial sovereignty of other countries to safeguard its «world empire» status. The understanding of long arm jurisdiction can not be limited to the superficial dogmatic interopération but should be placed in the perspective of global politics. This paper deconstructs the long arm jurisdiction from its evolution, mode and essence reveals the violent factors inside the legal basis of the long arm jurisdiction and explores the possibility of its salvation.

The article raises the problem of the extraterritorial application of American prohibitions and restrictions to non–residents of the United States. Based on the meager judicial practice of the American federal courts of recent years, the issue of the extraterritorial application of the US sanctions legislation is being considered. In the investigated what are the answers given, why it is difficult for a foreign defendant to use in his defense the argument about the illegality of extraterritorially applied US legislation. Answers are given on how not to lose your investments due to the formal requirements of the American sanction’s legislation or due to the bad faith of the American partner.
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Introduction

The origin and development of long-arm jurisdiction

The emergence of long arm jurisdiction in the United States has profound historical roots. At the beginning of the founding of the United States, it was a political entity built on the foundation of 13 independent states. Although the United States was regarded as a sovereign state in international law, there was a tension between state power and federal power in the United States. Based on historical and economic reasons, there are huge disputes on jurisdiction between States and between the Federation and states, which is the direct reason for the emergence of long-arm jurisdiction.

Methods and material

1. The origin of long-arm jurisdiction

At the time of the founding of the United States, the thirteen states were independent political entities, and their jurisdiction was limited to the citizens of the state and the cases within the territory of the state, in order to protect the Judicial Sovereignty between states from infringement, the Federal Supreme Court established the principle of judicial assistance procedure between states through the «Pennoyer v. Neff» case in 1877, that is, if a non-state citizen wants to appear in this state as a defendant, the court of the state where the defendant is located must perform the relevant judicial assistance procedure. Because of the high litigation cost of confrontation and the lengthy judicial assistance procedure, the US Supreme Court derived the principle of “minimum contacts” through the «International Shoe Co. v. Washington» case in 1955. The independent jurisdiction between states was limited, and the long arm-jurisdiction appeared.

As the principle of minimum connection is absorbed and developed by the States, the scope of long arm jurisdiction is also extended from natural person to enterprise, the scope of application is expanding, and the conditions of application are getting lower and lower. In 1963, the «Uniform Interstate and International Procedure Act» enacted by the judicial unification Commission stipulated that: «If the act or omission outside this state make inroads on this state, it also belongs to the jurisdiction of long arm» (https://www.jstor.org/stable/838595). Long-arm jurisdiction has gained legitimacy and justifiability in American domestic law.

2. Internationalization of long-arm jurisdiction

The internationalization of long-arm jurisdiction has experienced the long-term efforts of the United States, one of the most important is the promulgation of the «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act». In the
1970s, American media frequently exposed scandals about American companies’ bribery and trading power for money abroad, such as the «banana gate» incident and the «Lockheed company’s bribery of the Japanese government» incident, etc. In order to recover its moral image in the international market, the U.S. government urgently needs to curb the overseas corruption of American companies by legal means, so as to save its moral image. In order to punish overseas corruption, the United States must upgrade the «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act» to the level of international law. The United States first adopted the «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act» on General Assembly of the United Nations and the International Chamber of Commerce, trying to obtain the power of extraterritorial application of American law through its huge judiciary and judicial action capacity, but it has not been recognized. In 1997, the United States internationalized the overseas «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act» (https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act) through the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, America’s long-arm jurisdiction leaps out of its own territory, and extends to any country, corporation or individual associated with the United States.

3. Strong evidence acquisition capability to implement long-arm jurisdiction

“The purpose of modern criminal law is to prosecute those who are believed to have committed crimes, not to punish them, unless they are proved guilty”(https://bja.ojp.gov/). Therefore, the practice of long arm jurisdiction requires the prosecution organ to obtain relevant evidence as the premise.

In the Internet age, the acquisition of evidence means that law enforcement agencies must have strong information and data collection capabilities. Because in the era of data, everything, even the abstract value and character of person can be expressed in the form of data. As the number one power of the Internet, the United States is facing “two constraints” in the collection of evidence.

However, the “9.11” terrorist incident provides an opportunity for the US government to break the two restrictions. In 2001, the United States passed the «Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001». The administrative law enforcement agency of the United States not only established the information-sharing mechanism among law enforcement agencies, but also suspended the «The Privacy Act» in reality: First of all, American law enforcement agencies can use “suspected terrorism” as an excuse to legally collect information from anyone’s correspondence, telephone, e-mail and other records by using the exception provisions in «The Privacy Act»; Secondly, it breaks the pattern of independence between law enforcement agencies in the past and establishes an information sharing mechanism among all law enforcement agencies, which greatly enhances the information collection ability of law enforcement agencies in the United States.

In addition, «The Clarifying Lawful Overseas Using of Data Act», which was passed in 2018, has enhanced the United States’ ability to collect evidence worldwide. The «Clarifying Lawful Overseas Using of Data Act» confirms that: According to the order issued by the «Electronic Communications Privacy Act» of the United States to the technology companies under its jurisdiction, government agencies can obtain the data owned, kept or controlled by the company, no matter where the data is stored. () This means that as long as there is enough contact with the United States, whether the company is listed in the United States, or traded in US dollars, or the server is in the United States, it all falls into the jurisdiction of the United States. The information protection provided by the laws of other countries cannot be the judicial defense for refusing to provide information to the United States government. So far, the United States has built a global data Empire, which can freely access all information and data that are not conducive to the interests of the United States.

Discussion

Implementation of long-arm jurisdiction

Through a series of bills, the United States has established its jurisdiction in the world, formed a «law’s Empire» in which the United States plays the role of kingdom, and established its jurisdiction over the international community on juridical logical level. The importance of proposition lies not in whether it is logically self-consistent, but in its practical effect. To understand the long-arm jurisdiction, we must go deep into the practical way of long-arm jurisdiction.

1. Internal deposition and internal investigation

The implementation of «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act» has established the jurisdiction of the United States in the international scope. Any enterprise legal person within the jurisdiction of
the long arm may enter the examination scope of the U.S. law enforcement agencies because of "corruption" and "fraud". The US Department of justice and the securities and Exchange Commission issued the «Guidelines For The Implementation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act», which has become a treasury of knowledge for transnational enterprises to conduct internal investigations. As the bill is a part of the legal system of the United States, it can only be understood in the context of the United States law, which means that business corporate which have contact with the United States need to hire a U.S. lawyer team to conduct compliance review and risk control. The direct consequence of the employment of the American lawyer team by the enterprise is that the American lawyer team can obtain the qualification of «internal review» of the enterprise. When the American lawyer team enters the enterprise for investigation, they can check all the information records and communications of the enterprise, as a result, the enterprise has no business secrets. The supreme status and power of the American lawyer team depends on the US control over the core technology. When corporate do not cooperate with the American lawyer team during the investigation, the US will take advantage of its own technological and economic advantages to impose sanctions on enterprises, such as «the US imposed sanctions on the «ZTE» case». If the U.S. lawyer team believes that there are violations within the transnational enterprise, then the enterprise needs to provide a clarification report to the U.S. judiciary. The U.S. lawyer team judges that, which are compliant, and which are illegal. The daily review and internal deposition are all undertaken by the U.S. lawyer team.

The position of the American lawyer team is vague. It is neither the defender of the enterprise nor the prosecutor of the American government, and his impartiality cannot be guaranteed. Because the «Revolving Door» system in American politics paves the way for lawyers to work in government. When American lawyers enter the law enforcement agencies through the «Revolving Door», they can investigate or punish the enterprise under investigation. Once American lawyers who participate in internal deposition and internal investigations enter the American political arena through the «reforming door», the business secrets they collect will be completely mastered by the administrative law enforcement agencies of the United States. In this way, the fate of transnational enterprises will be in the hands of the United States and become puppets at the mercy of the United States.

2. «Rubber stamp» judge: administrative law enforcement agencies lead the settlement agreement

Another way to implement the long-arm jurisdiction is the application of «pre-trial reconciliation procedure» and «plea bargaining». Both of the two ways greatly reduce the pressure of the court and shorten the litigation process. However, both of them are based on the premise that both parties reach an agreement, otherwise they will enter into the formal proceedings. According to statistics, about 95% of the federal cases in the United States are settled through pre-trial conciliation proceedings, such as «Siemens case», «Alstom case» and «BNPP case».

American jurist Dworkin pointed out that: «the court is the capital of the law’s Empire, and the judge is the prince of the Empire» (Dworkin 1996) in the American judicial system. He just emphasized the supremacy of the Supreme Court in the establishment of legal rules in a metaphorical sense, however, in the global «law’s Empire» constructed by the United States, the real princes are not judges, but administrative law enforcement agencies and prosecutors. According to the practical experience, a large number of enterprises have been directly punished before they enter the trial procedure, and a few of them are often solved by the pre-trial conciliation proceeding dominated by prosecutors. After the enterprise submits the clarification report, the U.S. administrative law enforcement agency will use the «Philip factor» standard to review the quality of the report. According to the quality of the report, the U.S. administrative law enforcement agencies will reach «no prosecution agreement», «deferred prosecution agreement» and «guilty plea agreement» with enterprises respectively. These agreements are completely dominated by the administrative law enforcement agencies of the United States, and are often made directly on the basis of investigation without being reviewed by judges. When the enterprise does not agree to the composition deed, institutes legal proceeding, and enters the judicial process, the high litigation costs and lengthy trial procedures, coupled with the unequal status of the enterprise legal person in the face of the U.S. administrative law enforcement agencies, undoubtedly make the uncertainty of the judgment result greatly enhanced. The long-term litigation drag not only affects the business
efficiency of enterprises, but also reduces the image and reputation capital of enterprises. In this case, enterprises are often forced to take the plea bargaining procedure and take the initiative to plead guilty. The system of pre-trial conciliation and plea bargaining emphasizes the leading role of the parties. The judge often intervenes after the agreement is reached. The judge does not need to know the facts of the case, or don’t review the fairness of the agreement in substance. He can only make a conciliation judgment and stamp on the conciliation agreement. The pre-trial conciliation procedure is completely reduced to a drama dominated by prosecutors and administrative law enforcement departments. The role of judges who review the conciliation agreement is weakened. The enterprises restricted by the U.S. government are completely in a weak position and can only be forced to accept the extremely unfair conciliation agreement. The fairness and legitimacy of the judgment are seriously lacking.

Jurisprudential reflection on long arm jurisdiction the key reason why the sovereign states in the international community can not do anything about the long-arm jurisdiction of the United States is that the United States controls the global economic system. In other words, long arm jurisdiction is the rule of law skill of the United States to maintain its «world empire» status. However, this formal «rule of law» contains the core of «illegality» and «violence». «German jurist Menke pointed out that law contains two kinds of distinctions in form: one is the distinction between law and illegality, which is used to define the legal nature of specific acts; the other is the distinction between law and no law, which is used to explain the identification of law to itself» (Menke 2015). Aristotle pointed out in «Politics»: «we have to distinguish two senses of the rule of law—one which means obedience to such laws as have enacted, and another which means that the laws obeyed have also been well enacted» (Zhou Aimin 20199). Aristotle’s «good law» is not a pure technical and instrumental law which separates «fact» from «value» in our modern sense, but a kind of ability of «moral education», as Menke said: “law is the organ of ethical education» (Aristotle 1965). With the modern «empirical law» recognizing human’s «natural desire» as the «subject right» and the basis of law, thus abandoning the moral basis of law, the rule of law has become essentially the «rule of no law». The «Foreign Corrupt Practices Act» and «The Clarifying Lawful Overseas Using of Data Act» clearly stipulate that: “timely access to electronic data held by communication service providers is the core measure of the government to protect public security and combat serious crimes.” By legalizing the substantive interests (natural desire) of the United States, the process of “self-reflection” of law is rejected. The United States ensures the realization of long-arm jurisdiction with its own economic, technological and financial hegemony, which not only makes the long-arm jurisdiction «illegal», but also induces violence within the law, and even triggers what Benjamin calls «sacred violence» (Benjamin 1977). The consequences of conflicts, chaos, massacres, riots, separatist regimes, wars and revolutions brought about by the United States’ implementation of its concept of rule of law and democratic system in the third world countries” (Benjamin 1977) fully prove the inherent violence and injustice of the laws on which the long-arm jurisdiction of the United States is based.

Secondly, in order to reduce the resistance to the implementation of long-arm jurisdiction in the world, the United States actively promotes the concept of the rule of law that appears to be “freedom and equality”. However, the concept of “freedom” promoted by the United States itself contains a sense of war, which forms the philosophical basis of long-arm jurisdiction—“subjective philosophy”. Because in western philosophy, freedom is understood as the free action that people take under the consciousness of freedom, and they are encouraged by desire to achieve their goals by all means. Under the control of passion, this kind of action will inevitably lead to a state of war, based on this, the “master personality” with strong desire for power is different from the timid “slave personality”. From Hobbes to Montesquieu, western thinkers have always advocated freedom and equality. Whether it is Hobbes’ absolute monarchy, Montesquieu’s constitutional monarchy, or Rousseau’s Republic, they all take independent and equal free man as the prerequisite. To obtain freedom, people need to win or be equal in the war. Those who are greedy for life and afraid of death or defeated in the war can only be “slaves” engaged in labor. The “master personality” needs to establish a country equally according to the contract to end the state of war, while the “slave personality” can be achieved just by conquest. The philosophical logic of long-arm jurisdiction is “subjective philosophy”, that is, the relationship between the “master personality” is equal and has equal international law
qualification, “slave personality” can only be the object of domination. This philosophy formed the “internal” and “external” sides of the “New Roman Empire” of the United States: internally, equal subjects or countries subject to the interests of the United States were free and equal; externally, they were sanctioned with extraterritorial legal power.

Long-arm jurisdiction is the legal expression of the “subjective philosophy” of the United States. The countries that share the common values of the United States, obey the interests of the United States, and recognize each other in the struggle are civilized countries with equal status in international law, countries that threaten the status of the United States and have different interests from the United States are the targets of sanctions under long-arm jurisdiction. The United States has built a “New Roman Empire” all over the world, in other words, the United States is the only country with a master personality, in the logic of “subjective philosophy”, the United States, relying on its huge law enforcement agencies and powerful scientific, technological and military forces, has the philosophical legitimacy to rule the whole country on the edge of the empire by means of civilized “legal technology” – long-arm jurisdiction.

Conclusion

The construction of “world empire” by the United States is internally driven by “subjective philosophy”, which does not mean that we need to compete with the United States for the status of world empire, but to rethink the overall fate of mankind and the diversity of human political civilization. There is a long history of thinking about the overall fate of mankind. As early as Plato and Aristotle’s conception of “city state” (Huntington 2005), as well as Kant’s (Kant 2005) conception of “permanent peace” (Leviathan 1985), and Jaspers’s prospect of “socialism, world order and common belief” (Jaspers 1989), all provide rich imagination space for the development of mankind’s overall destiny. In the era of globalization, we need to learn from the skills and achievements of Western civilization in constructing world order, and to construct community with shared future for mankind with the goal of maintaining world peace and common development. The community of shared future for mankind requires every country to unswervingly follow the path of peaceful development and build a world of lasting peace, universal security, common prosperity, openness, inclusiveness, cleanness and beauty. Countries coexist peacefully and actively participate in world governance as equals, contributing wisdom to human development. The philosophical basis of the community with shared future for mankind is “human’s subjective status”, which is not “people full of power desire” in “subjective philosophy”, but a high-level life with soul, spirit and value pursuit, which can be called “the measure of all things”. Only when such citizens get together can the world be diversity and stability, and peace can last forever. Only in this way can law have the function of ethical education and not lose the foundation of morality and justice. Only in this way can the law suspend the violence and become the real rule of law.
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